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There are also interesting interviews with the producers, editors, writers, etc. Larry Gelbart even wrote a funny
introduction featuring a conversation between himself and Sidney Freedman. This book has the best color
photos from the show. Father Habeebee tells the children a story of long ago, including something for each
child -- something about a horse for Ali, a lamb for Rebecca, a goat for Adeeb and camels for Hababy. Alan
Alda also goes into some detail about the storyboarding for "Goodbye, Farewell, and Amen. The book also
includes a preface by Alan Alda. It focuses on three doctors at MASH Of course it also features a depressed
dentist Walt Waldowski who threatens to commit suicide, a company clerk Radar with ESP, and a pompous
head nurse Hot Lips among others. It was written for a cast of eleven men and eleven women, featuring many
of the characters from the book with some additions. This full length play is based on the original novel by
Richard Hooker. Only this time in Merry Old England -- and the cast of characters includes an opera singer, an
orphaned Duke, a castlekeeper, an oil baron, and the entire Bayou Perdu Counci, K. Dona Antoinetta is a
nearly fifty year old spinster lady who had fallen in her youth and frequently confessed her sin to an
understanding priest. Dago Red and Walt Waldowski both run into Boris who decides to have an impromptu
reunion of friends from the th including Hawkeye and Trapper. To Montreal they escort a motley party,
determined to celebrate the most memorable wedding that ever joined a lovesick couple. Abetted by a royal
prince, a drunken sheikh, a ravishing blonde diplomat, and a wacked-out cast of international misfits, the
fun-loving medics unleash their own zany brand of chaos on the unsuspecting Arabs. By order of the
government, Henry brings Hawkeye and Trapper along to keep Horsey and the others in line. They meet up
with Hot Lips and Horsey and later meet a cast of characters including an Indian with his millionaire cowboy
friend and a group driving in a lavender van. Inspired by such cronies as Hot Lips, Boris Korsky-Rimsakov,
and the ebullient Dowager Duchess of Folkestone -- and with the memorable assistance from some boob-tube
celebrities -- they indulge in merry mayhem and blackmail. At least one U. Senator and two TV personalities
-- to say nothing of Vienna -- will never be the same. Hooker wrote this book from the first person point of
view. The Swampmen are back in Spruce Harbor, Maine causing trouble as usual. Their antics include a pland
to send a 40 year old lobsterman to medical school on a football scholarship and having a bear and an 80 year
old physician tried for rape. The Exclusive, Inside Story of T. Reiss Copyright , Bobbs-Merrill Co. It also has
episode summaries and a foreword by Alan Alda. The edition contains some material about "Goodbye,
Farewell, and Amen. In the back it lists the awards that the show won from The Unofficial Quiz Book [a
different version? Never Have Your Dog Stuffed: There are some good behind-the-scenes pictures too. Brain
Busters from the T. A Social History of the Television Series: With an Episode Guide by James H.
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After the conclusion of the "Butterworth" series with M*A*S*H Goes to Montreal (), a final "Hooker" novel was published,
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M*A*S*H Mania, which ignored the events and inconsistencies of the intervening novels and picked up where M*A*S*H
Goes to Maine left off, depicting the original characters in middle age.
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